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Purpose of Report 

The purpose of this report is to update Committee on progress with the design strategy for 
the former sewage works site at Luggie Glen, Coatbridge and to seek approval to issue 
tender documentation in connection with the decontamination of the existing site and the 
implementation of the proposed infrastructure works which have been approved for the site. 

Background 

Following the award of f6m to the Council from the Scottish Executive to support the 
remediation of vacant, derelict and contaminated land, the vacant former sewage works 
site at Luggie glen, Coatbridge, was selected as a key development opportunity which 
could be regenerated within the timescale allocated by the Executive. 

Approval was granted at the Economic Regeneration Committee meeting of 16 September 
2004 to appoint Jacobs Babtie as the Council’s technical advisors to carry out the 
remediation and infrastructure design, prepare and assess the tender documentation and 
supervise the works on site. 

Sustainability Implications 

The proposed clean up of this vacant and contaminated site will provide a major 
contribution in presenting a high profile, sustainable end use in this area of Coatbridge. It 
will provide training opportunities for local people, encourage investment in this new 
business location, increase employment opportunities for local people and developing a 
vacant and derelict site rather than a greenfield site. 

Current Situation 

A planning application was submitted on behalf of the department by Jacobs Babtie for the 
construction of three office units (Class 4) including formation of new vehicular access and 
landscaping works. 

The consultation period for all external bodies has been completed and the formal 
notification of the application advertised in the press. 
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Subject to all technical issues being completed, it is intended to issue tender documentation 
to six contractors from the approved lists who are deemed to have the necessary expertise 
to carry out the remediation works and the implementation of the site infrastructure works. A 
further report will be presented to Committee to advise on the outcome of the tendering 
process. 

Corporate Considerations 

The successful delivery of a ‘clean’ site with dedicated access and services provision to 
hand, will make a large contribution to fulfilling the Council’s regeneration objectives by 
removing a site from the vacant and derelict land supply and presenting an excellent 
development opportunity with positive economic and environmental outcomes. 

The proposal has also been selected as appropriate for ERDF Objective 2 grant funding 
and it is necessary to ensure that the timetable for delivering a site start in the new financial 
year is adhered to. 

Recommendations 

That Committee note the current position with regard to the ongoing situation in preparing 
documentation for tender purposes. 

That the Committee authorise the release of tender documentation to six contractors 
selected from the approved list, for the remediation of the existing contaminated site and for 
the provision of the site infrastructure as detailed in the approved planning application, as 
part of the programme for vacant and derelict land. 

David M. Porch 
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT 

(9 December 2004) 

Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information about this report, please contact 
Kevin Lawlor on 01236 616476. 


